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Abstract
This paper focuses on gaining new knowledge through observation, qualitative 
analytics, and cross-modal fusion of rich multi-layered conversational features 
expressed during multiparty discourse. The outlined research stems from the theory 
that speech and co-speech gestures originate from the same representation; however, 
the representation is not solely limited to the speech production process. Thus, the 
nature of how information is conveyed by synchronously fusing speech and gestures 
must be investigated in detail. Therefore, this paper introduces an integrated anno-
tation scheme and methodology which opens the opportunity to study verbal (i.e., 
speech) and non-verbal (i.e., visual cues with a communicative intent) components 
independently, however, still interconnected over a common timeline. To analyse 
this interaction between linguistic, paralinguistic, and non-verbal components in 
multiparty discourse and to help improve natural language generation in embodied 
conversational agents, a high-quality multimodal corpus, consisting of several anno-
tation layers spanning syntax, POS, dialogue acts, discourse markers, sentiment, 
emotions, non-verbal behaviour, and gesture units was built and is represented in 
detail. It is the first of its kind for the Slovenian language. Moreover, detailed case 
studies show the tendency of metadiscourse to coincide with non-verbal behaviour 
of non-propositional origin. The case analysis further highlights how the newly cre-
ated conversational model and the corresponding information-rich consistent corpus 
can be exploited to deepen the understanding of multiparty discourse.
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1 Introduction

Language in spoken interaction, i.e., speech, is influenced by other phenomena 
since it does not occur in a vacuum (Couper-Kuhlen, 2018). In fact, non-redun-
dant information is added to the common ground of the conversation by roughly 
50% of non-verbal behaviour (Cassell, 2001). The sharing of information in 
human social interactions is far more complex than solely an exchange of words. 
It is multi-layered and includes attitudes and affect, utilises bodily resources 
[depictive manual actions (Kendon, 2017)], as well as the physical environment 
in which the discourse occurs (Davitti & Pasquandrea, 2017). For effective com-
munication, two main conditions need to be met: (i) the communicator must make 
their intention to communicate recognizable, and (ii) the propositional and non-
propositional [cf. (Hyland, 2005)] intent that they wish the recipient to compre-
hend must be presented effectively. In line with Hyland’s (2005) definition of 
metadiscourse, the propositional refers to the content, i.e., the conceptual, idea-
tional meaning (e.g., “Cut the rope”), while the non-propositional refers to prag-
matic or metadiscoursive content (e.g., “Well, let me see, [cut the rope]”). The 
latter group corresponds to McNeill’s (1985) off-propositional, Kendon’s (2017) 
pragmatic, and Cooperrider’s (2017) background gestures (e.g., hand strokes 
for emphasis while speaking), and the first to McNeill’s (1985) propositional 
and Cooperrider’s (2017) foreground gestures (e.g., hand strokes depicting the 
act of cutting). In this work we investigate the non-auditory cues of non-verbal 
behaviour, beyond gestures, as visual cues (Riggio & Riggio, 2012). We, how-
ever, omit other visual nonverbal cues, from the definition provided by Riggio 
and Riggio (2012), which include hairstyle, facial hair, use of cosmetics, groom-
ing, and dress and limit the cues to non-verbal behaviour with a communicative 
intent (Trujillo et al., 2018). Despite the differences, neither group is redundant 
since they both convey intent (cf. Cooperrider, 2017, p. 191), as the proposi-
tional part represents the content and the non-propositional signals to the recipi-
ent how to interpret it. In interpersonal discourse, the verbal signals convey a 
symbolic or semantic interpretation of information through linguistic and para-
linguistic properties (e.g., prosody, pitch), while non-verbal signals orchestrate 
speech (McNeill, 2016, p. 4). Non-verbal signals, such as prosody, visual cues, 
emotions, or sentiment, are multifunctional and processed on psychological, soci-
ological, and biological levels (e.g., how we perceive non-verbal components) in 
all time frames (Church & Goldin-Meadow, 2017; Kelly, 2017). These signals 
represent the basis of cognitive capabilities and understanding (Church & Gol-
din-Meadow, 2017). Especially visual cues effectively retain the essence of the 
information (e.g., learning new words is more efficiently if they are accompanied 
by gestures (Kelly, 2017), help in providing suggestive influences, serve interac-
tive purposes to express mental states, attitude, and social functioning, and give 
a certain degree of cohesion and clarity to the overall discourse (Allwood, 2013; 
Arnold, 2012; Keevallik, 2018; Kendon, 2015; Lin, 2017; Mcneill et al., 2015). 
Visual cues (i.e., facial expressions, gestures, posture, gazing, and head move-
ments) “communicate a critical part of a message” (Cooperrider, 2017, p. 179). 
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In spoken interaction, visual cues can add non-redundant information to the dis-
course (Cassell, 2001); and, although not bound by grammar, they can co-align 
with speech structures and even compensate for the less articulated verbal parts 
(Brône et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2015; Couper-Kuhlen, 2018; Kelly, 2017). Such 
is the function of foreground gestures (Cooperrider, 2017), which can, in certain 
cases, even substitute the verbal content (e.g., nodding your head instead of pro-
viding an affirmative answer). Typical representatives are iconic gestures, spe-
cifically those expressing spatial relations and symbols, and deferred references. 
These can convey meaning without any verbally expressed information (Melinger 
& Levelt, 2005). For example, in western culture, touching the index finger and 
thumb together and "writing" a wavy line in the air, as if to sign one’s name, 
is recognized as a conventionalized gesture for requesting a receipt in a restau-
rant. Similarly, deliberately tapping one’s wrist while moderating a session, can 
be understood as deferred reference, to convey a conventional meaning beyond 
meaning of the watch (Nunberg, 1993, 1995); i.e. to signal the speaker that the 
speech needs to be wrapped up. On the other hand, however, tapping one’s fingers 
on the table while contemplating something is merely an accompanying gesture, 
i.e., a background gesture (Cooperrider, 2017). Background gestures are generally 
generated with minimal effort, i.e., ‘half-heartedly’ and ‘half-mindedly’. Speakers 
rarely pay significant attention to their fine-grained details or are even unaware 
of them (Cooperrider, 2017). To quote Cooperrider, “They are in the background 
of the speaker’s awareness, in the background of the listener’s awareness and the 
background of the interaction” (Cooperrider, 2017, p. 7). Despite this, they con-
vey conversational intent (Cooperrider, 2017, p. 191) or meaning which helps 
the addressee understand the message as the sender intended (e.g., a hesitant and 
slow nod of the head accompanying the utterance “right” suggest to the recipient 
that it should not be interpreted as an affirmative answer) (Mlakar et al., 2021). 
Background gestures, in particular, serve in providing suggestive influences and 
give a certain degree of clarity to the overall human–human discourse.

Although there seems to be strong evidence to support the multimodal and 
multi-signal nature of the human–human interaction, spoken language under-
standing (SLU) has, for decades, first and foremost focused a priori on speech 
(Vigliocco et al., 2014). Most studies in corpus linguistics primarily focused on 
language (e.g., a language as a structured system amenable to linguistic analysis), 
while non-verbal behaviour was mainly disregarded or observed over specific lin-
guistic utterances (e.g., speech or dialog acts). However, as recently observed by 
many researchers, the study of human discourse must apply the concept of ‘mul-
timodality in interaction’ (Feyaerts et  al., 2017). And this is the main motiva-
tion of the research presented in this paper. It is driven towards the fundamental 
understanding of if and how signals form (i) a linguistic basis (i.e., semantics, 
syntax, parts of speech (POS), (ii) the paralinguistic domain (prosody, pitch), (iii) 
the social domain (dialog function, emotion, sentiment) and (iv) the non-verbal 
components (gestures, facial expressions can be utilised to interpret and convey 
information in discourse) (Allwood, 2017; Bozkurt et al., 2016; Chaturvedi et al., 
2018; Kendon, 2014; Ma et al., 2019; Wang, 2017).
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In light of the notion that the co-verbal alignment and synchronization processes 
are the conductors behind any affective and human-like social interaction, this paper 
provides novel concepts to research, fuse, and describe how complex linguistic and 
paralinguistic signals interact with visual cues during spontaneous and multiparty 
human interactions. It is built on the baselines of McNeill’s (2016, p. 21) ‘common 
growth point theory’, according to which the non-verbal behaviour and the verbal 
content (which are synchronised) share a common source which is the initial pulse 
that triggered both of them, as well as the ‘integrated systems hypothesis’. The 
motivation behind this study is to create complex conversational knowledge to be 
exploited when delivering a conversational model used for understanding and auto-
matically generating natural conversational responses of embodied conversational 
agents (Rojc et al., 2017). To facilitate our motivation, we first apply a modular and 
extendable EVA (embodied virtual agent) Scheme (Mlakar et  al., 2019) using the 
annotation tools ELAN (Wittenburg et  al., 2006)1 and WebAnno(Eckart de Cas-
tilho et al., 2016).2 The conversational phenomena are observed on a comprehensive 
multimodal corpus that contains real-life, near authentic, multiparty discourse with 
spontaneous responses. In this way, we quantify the conversational phenomena into 
verbal and non-verbal cues into action items(Riggio & Riggio, 2012): (i) linguis-
tic annotations, i.e., segmentation (token, utterance, turn), sentence type, sentiment, 
parts of speech tags (POS), syntax, and discourse markers (DMs); (ii) paralinguis-
tic signals, i.e., communicative intent, emotions, prosodic phrases, and accentuation 
(primary accent (PA) and secondary accent (NA)); (iii) management and social sig-
nals, i.e., person/relation, dialog acts, and (iv) visual cues and non-verbal communi-
cative intent (NCI) (Mlakar et al., 2021).

Through this framework, the ‘positive’ inferences can be investigated, and infor-
mation resources, rules, and models automatically generated. In line with the infor-
mation fusion theory (Snidaro et al., 2015), and non-verbal communication theories 
(Allwood, 2017; Kendon, 2017; McNeill, 2016), the action items can be analysed in 
exploratory research and reveal new fusion functions based on consistent knowledge 
regarding both the intent and complimentary use of verbal and non-verbal items; 
where the fusion function is defined as a process that integrates data and features 
from multiple sources (i.e., linguistics, paralinguistics, and kinesics) to produce 
more consistent, accurate, and useful information (i.e., conversational expression). 
Moreover, using the analytics framework, the new resources can be consumed in 
human–machine interaction to deliver human-like co-verbal behaviour with the 
embodied conversational agent (ECA) EVA (Rojc et al., 2017).

Following Feyaerts et al. (2017), we observe discourse as a multimodal phenome-
non, in which each of the signals represents an action item, which must be observed 
in its own domain and under its own restrictions. We focus on corpus annotation, 
collection, structuring, and analysis. Instead of artificial scenarios, we utilise a rich 
data source based on a multiparty TV talk show in the Slovenian language, which 

1 ELAN: https:// tla. mpi. nl/ tools/ tla- tools/ elan/, last visited August, 2022.
2 WebAnno: https:// weban no. github. io/ weban no/, last visited August, 2022.

https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/
https://webanno.github.io/webanno/
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represents a good mixture of institutional discourse, semi-institutional discourse, 
and casual conversation. Overall, the key contributions of the paper are:

• an EVA annotation scheme for observing conversational phenomena (linguistic, 
paralinguistic, and non-verbal) as discrete action items within their own restric-
tions. The cross-correlation (and fusion) is implemented over the temporal 
domain,

• a conversational corpus generated under close to authentic, partially spontane-
ous, and multiparty settings to outline the multi-layered interplay between con-
versational signals,

• a comprehensive visualisation and analytics framework designed for the hypoth-
esis-driven research in the domain of multiparty discourse,

• three case studies implementing the EVA Corpus annotation topology and dem-
onstrating the links between verbal and non-verbal signals, thus illustrating the 
potential of the corpus.

This paper is structured as follows; we begin by outlining related research, fur-
ther highlighting the background and motivation, in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes data 
collection and the methodology including the annotation topology for the conversa-
tional behaviour generation model. Section 4 describes the analysis of the defined 
conversational signals. Results and case studies are given in Sect. 5, along with a 
demonstration of the knowledge utilisation on an ECA. Final thoughts and future 
directions are highlighted in Sect. 7.

2  Related works

One of the main issues in machine-based discourse understanding is the dual-
ity and misinterpretation of conversational signals, which results in non-cohesive 
responses. From distinguishing propositional and non-propositional content to dia-
logue acts (DAs) and gestures, the presence or absence of conversational intent is 
crucial (Cooperrider, 2017, pp. 181, 196). As a result, ‘Multimodality in interac-
tion’ is becoming one of the cornerstones even in corpus linguistics (Feyaerts et al., 
2017). The unimodal information, although semantically correct, may simply not be 
explicit enough for a machine due to its potential ambiguity (e.g., sarcastic utter-
ances as “Well, congratulations!”). Furthermore, due to the complexity of sys-
tems in the environment, in some cases, it can even be misleading. The end of the 
human–human interaction cycle is an active response generated by the user, not the 
signals and human–human interaction itself (Opel & Rhodes, 2018).

Recent approaches in corpus linguistics have thoroughly overhauled how we 
understand and process spoken discourse. For instance, interactional linguistics 
and conversation analysis made visual cues, especially gestures, one of its focal 
points (Keevallik, 2018; Nevile, 2015). Still, multimodality is analysed as a rela-
tively restricted concept of co-verbal alignment, primarily aimed at foreground non-
verbal behaviour. Nevertheless, this makes it particularly well-suited for research 
into co-verbal alignment within a specific function (Allwood, 2013; Arnold, 2012; 
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Vandelanotte & Dancygier, 2017). The function of feedback and the non-verbal 
behaviour accompanying it, for example, was examined by Navarretta and Paggio 
(2020). Their study focused on the type of head movement and facial expressions 
that align with a subtype of the feedback dimension in encounters where persons 
first met. Petukhova and Bunt (2012) analyse the link between DAs and non-ver-
bal behaviour according to the CoGest annotation scheme. The general purpose or 
function of an utterance, i.e., the function of disagreement, communication man-
agement, or information-providing, on the other hand, was explored based on the 
pragmatic multimodal corpus HuComTech (Hunyadi et al., 2018), which also con-
tains non-verbal information, such as facial expressions, eyebrow movement, or 
posture. Along the lines of the present case study, Bolly and Boutet (2018) explore 
the use of verbal non-verbal pragmatic markers (including some discourse markers) 
in the elderly to determine their communication abilities. Their research shows that 
planning gestures co-occur with fillers and interjections, whereas gestures serving 
interactive functions co-occur with parentheticals and connectives (Bolly & Boutet, 
2018). Similarly, Graziano and Gullberg (2018) found that when gestures co-occur 
with disfluencies (which can also include discourse markers), they can be both prop-
ositional and non-propositional (cf. Graziano & Gullberg., 2018), however, they are 
more likely to occur in non-native speakers. More generally, their research shows 
that disfluencies in speech are mirrored by disfluencies in gestures. In this sense, 
most studies tend to observe how visual cues are generated along with or close to 
language (Chui et  al., 2018; Hoek et  al., 2017). Most of them address non-verbal 
elements by mapping them to linguistic forms (Lin, 2017), i.e., synching their 
occurrence with the corresponding lexical form (e.g., making cutting gestures when 
uttering “cut”). Nevertheless, such approaches cannot uncover the complete inter-
play between verbal and non-verbal parts of discourse (Adolphs & Carter, 2013, pp. 
12, 143).

The proposed research, therefore, adopts a different approach that does not ground 
non-verbal behaviour. It leans on Birdwhistell’s (1952) understanding of body lan-
guage and body motion, according to which the message transmitted through the 
body does not necessarily meet the linguist’s definition of language. Visual cues are 
not conventionalized. The non-verbal behaviour generated using them is not linear 
as language but can overlap (e.g., one gesture melting into another) (Couper-Kuhlen, 
2018, p. 23), which is why non-grounded approaches are more suitable. Therefore, 
the apparent semantic interface between language and gestures seems limited, as not 
every verbalised item can be represented with visual cues (Couper-Kuhlen, 2018). 
With this in mind, Peirce’s (1935) semiotic perspective (i.e., the ‘pragmatics on 
the page’) should complement the linguistic comprehension of discourse (Queiroz 
& Aguiar, 2015). Studies that explore this theory include Brône and Oben (2015), 
and Navarretta (2019), where handshapes and the trajectories of gestures are exam-
ined regarding how they interlink with specific semiotic classes. A shortcoming of 
the studies is, however, that they still observe a specific narrow discourse context 
(Alahverdzhieva et al., 2018; Han et al., 2017) The field of affective computing has 
been one of the most prominent fields exploiting these baselines to generate targeted 
multimodal knowledge for content recommendation and opinion mining (Qian et al., 
2019). In this sense, datasets such as HUMAINE (Douglas-Cowie et  al., 2011), 
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SEMAINE (McKeown et  al., 2012), and AFEW-VA (Kossaifi et  al., 2017) have 
been created. However, with the focus on non-verbal components, the relationships 
beyond emotional components and the verbal nature of conversational expressions 
are rarely established.

Inspired by cognitive linguistics, Feyaerts et al. (2017) build on the cognitive lin-
guistic enterprise and equally incorporate all relevant dimensions of usage events, 
including the trade-off between different semiotic channels. A practical implementa-
tion of the methodology is the NOMCO corpus (Paggio & Navarretta, 2017), which 
captures various verbal and non-verbal signals over a specific discourse context, i.e., 
first acquaintance conversations. Another less discourse-oriented example would be 
EmoLite (Wegener et al., 2018), which investigates the correlation between the com-
plex interplay of contextual features while individuals are reading texts. The multi-
modal corpus DUEL (Hough et al., 2016) similarly explores disfluencies, exclama-
tions, and laughter, albeit in laboratory settings. Due to the challenging nature of 
informal, especially multiparty discourse, researchers, however, tend to establish an 
artificial setting (Chen et  al., 2006). This may represent a drawback and a limita-
tion in the context of use since artificial settings tend to reveal the studied phenom-
ena and restrict ‘interference’ of other signals that are not defined in the targeted 
scenario. Thus, a broader scope of conversational signals, which could represent 
‘noise’, is intentionally left out of the conversational scenario (Bonsignori & Cami-
ciottoli, 2016; Knight, 2011). TV interviews and theatrical plays, as the TV show 
used in this research, have shown themselves to be a very appropriate resource of 
conversational expressions that appear to be significantly more suitable for research 
of broader concepts, such as management functions, attitudes, and emotions (Martin 
et al., 2009). Generally, ‘public’ discussions with a completely unrelated goal to the 
research represent a good mixture of institutional discourse, semi-institutional dis-
course, and casual conversation.

3  Data collection and methodology: the EVA Corpus

3.1  Data source

The EVA Corpus used in this research consists of a 57-min episode of casual multi-
party interaction. Table 1 provides the general characteristics of the recording. The 
transcription guidelines for the episode follow the guidelines for the Slovene spoken 

Table 1  General discourse 
characteristics of the 
implemented video in the EVA 
Corpus. The data pertain to five 
speakers

Total Average per 
speaker

Average per 
utterance

Utterances 1999 399.8
Tokens 10,471 2094 7.9
DMs (n > 10) 1801 599
Total number of NCI 1727
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corpus GOS (Verdonik et al., 2013). The speech is segmented into utterances, i.e., 
“short semantically autonomous units of speech, marked with short pauses at the 
beginning and end” (Verdonik et al., 2013). Elements such as words and word frag-
ments are considered tokens. The utterances in the EVA Corpus are predominately 
short, on average containing eight words. The discourse contains 1801 DMs (count-
ing only those with a minimum frequency of ten). The corpus includes numerous 
non-verbal interactions, where 1727 instances of ‘movement’ convey meaning, e.g., 
a gesture performed with an intent.

In total, five different speakers are engaged in each episode. The conversational 
setting is relaxed and unrestricted. The hosts are skilled speakers who engage in 
witty, humorous, and sarcastic dialogue with the guest. Therefore, the discourse is 
close to authentic, and, since all the participants know each other privately, full of 
emotional responses. Overall, the video contains 1999 utterances, with an average of 
399.8 per participant. The average utterance duration is 2.8 s, whereby the longest 
is 18.1 s, and the shortest is 0.19 s. Overall, there are 10,471 tokens in the episode, 
and on average, a speaker uttered 2094 of them, with a mean value of 7.9 tokens per 
utterance. While the total length of the recording is just under one hour, the total 
duration of all utterances without overlapping is 1 h, 33 min, and 26.3 s, which sug-
gests a substantial amount of overlapping speech. Consequently, the multiparty dia-
logue is characterized by a vivid and rapid exchange of speaker roles, which makes 
it ideal to study non-verbal behaviour that accompanies turn-taking.

Together, all participants generate roughly 93 min of spoken content in a 57-min 
recording. Figure 1 outlines the distribution of spoken content between collocutors 
(the “Host” is the show’s main host who leads the conversations, the “Co-Host” is 
an actor and supports the Host, the “Interviewee” is the main guest who is also an 
actor, “Guest 1” is the interviewee’s stepdaughter, also an actress, while “Guest 2” 
is a childhood friend of the interviewee and a physician) and the overall distribu-
tion of the utterance duration. The data in Fig.  1 and Table 1 clearly outline that 
contributors are active and that the discourse involves many short utterances (i.e., 

Fig. 1  Distribution of spoken content and duration of utterances in the data resource for the EVA corpus. 
The diameter of the dots reflects the duration of the utterances (i.e., the longer the utterance, the wider 
the dot)
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under 5 s) with a significant amount of overlapping speech. The length of individual 
utterances ranges from 0.5 to 5 s and lasts 2.8 s on average. Moreover, the distribu-
tion of the dots (representing utterances by a specific collocutor at a specific time) 
also shows that utterances are interchanging rapidly and with a high density among 
the collocutors.

As outlined in Fig. 1, sequencing, i.e., the conversational organisation of speech 
acts, extending potentially over several turns, into meaningful parts (Allwood et al., 
2007), takes place but is performed highly unorderly, as are other functions related 
to discourse structuring (e.g., role exchange, topic opening, etc.). This constant over-
lapping points to a casual and highly irregular progress of the discourse, with lots of 
overlapping utterances and roles, vivid emotional responses, and facial expressions, 
with a lot of room for improvisation without a fixed scenario. Thus, we can conclude 
that the exchange of information in the annotated video is casual, highly dynamic, 
and involves shorter utterances rather than longer monologues and narratives. The 
casual nature of the discourse observed is further supported by Table 2, which out-
lines the comparison in the number of DMs per 10,000 words among our data (the 
EVA Corpus) and: (1) GOS-nzos-01—based on spontaneous speech interaction in 
personal contact among friends or family members in everyday encounters from the 
Slovene reference speech corpus GOS; (2) Turdis-2—based on information-provid-
ing telephone interactions between travel agencies or hotel receptions and costum-
ers; (3) BNSIint—based on TV-interviews in the late-night evening news on Slo-
vene national TV (Verdonik et al., 2007). The numbers show that the frequency of 
DMs in the EVA Corpus is most similar to the frequency of DMs in spontaneous 
speech interactions in GOS-nzos-01, a corpus based on conversation among friends 

Table 2  Frequency of DMs in the observed EVA Corpus compared to previously analysed data of differ-
ent speech genres

It is impossible to provide exact English equivalents for the Slovenian DMs examined in this paper as 
there are no one-to-one equivalents. The translations provided through this paper are therefore only 
informative, giving the general meaning of each DM

GOS-nzos-01 Turdis-2 BNSIint EVA

ja [yes/right/ok] 383 313 25 356
aha [aha] 23 120 0 50
aja [oh] 15 5 0 15
mhm [um-hum] 44 155 6 17
(a) ne [right] 105 186 16 170
dobro/v redu/okej/prav [ok/right] 6 69 14 36
no [well] 44 28 35 76
(po)(g)lej(te) [look] 3 24 15 22
(a) veš(ste) [y’know] 48 8 2 37
zdaj [now] 1 64 1 19
eee/mmm [uh/um] 235 387 413 315
mislim [I mean] 21 7 1 23
Total 944 1366 528 1136
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or family members in everyday encounters. Also, the comparison among different 
genres shows least similarities with the BNSIint corpus which is more (Verdonik 
et al., 2007). This analysis strengthens the notion that the material is authentic.

3.2  Methodology and annotation topology

To capture the linguistic, paralinguistic, non-verbal, and social contexts and signals 
highlighted in Fig. 2 and to observe each conversational expression in greater detail 
(i.e., explore function f and g), a multimodal annotation approach was adopted for 
the conversational analysis. For this purpose, we defined an annotation topology 
with various levels, as outlined in Fig. 2. The scheme applies a two-layered analysis 
of the conversational episode.

The main objective of the scheme is (a) to identify inferred meanings of co-
verbal expressions as a function of linguistic, paralinguistic, and social signals 
(e.g., where and when to gesture), and (b) to identify the physical nature (e.g., 
articulation of body language) and use the available imaginary forms (e.g., how to 
gesture). The first layer is defined to capture the ‘symbolic’ interlinks between the 
annotated signals and is the focus of this research. It is used to analyse the inter-
pretation of the interplay between various conversational signals, i.e., verbal and 
non-verbal (e.g., DAs, gestures, syntax, DMs) at a symbolic level. As outlined 
in Fig. 2, we start with a conversational episode, which may be generated with 
verbal or non-verbal modalities or as a combination of both. Namely, we assume 

Fig. 2  The annotation topology in the EVA Corpus: the levels of annotation describing verbal and non-
verbal contexts of conversational episodes
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that the stimuli for the co-verbal behavior are conversational in nature. It may 
originate as a reflection of attitude/emotion or even be a supportive artifact in the 
implementation of the communicative function (e.g., feedback, turn-taking, turn 
accepting, sequencing, etc.). Signals in both modalities are thus ‘independent’, 
however, interconnected through the temporal domain. Since the material incor-
porates mainly informal speech, there are a lot of colloquialisms. Thus, the stand-
ardized form is also annotated. The basic verbal element is the utterance. Each 
utterance is annotated according to features such as the orthographic transcription 
and sentiment, the standardized form, the sentence type, and syntax, and via para-
linguistic signals, e.g., its prosodic phrase and pitch contour. Next, each utterance 
is segmented into tokens. Each token is described via the linguistic annotations, 
orthographic transcription, standardized form, and part-of-speech tag (POS), and 
its paralinguistic signals, e.g., prosodic token and prominence. Finally, tokens are 
used to define the boundaries of the following linguistic, paralinguistic and social 
signals: DMs, emotions, and DAs.

The second layer, the interpretation of the form, is concerned with how infor-
mation is expressed beyond language, through prosody and visual cues, as an 
abstract concept of a non-verbal conversational expression with a specific com-
municative intent, i.e., how it is physically realized (e.g., the ‘form’ of a gesture 
or ‘accentuation’ of speech). Its primary goal is to provide a detailed description, 
the closest possible to the physical reality and the entity that will realize it (e.g., 
an embodied conversational agent). The basic element in the second layer is the 
gesture unit. Defined by Kendon (2015), a gesture unit denotes all hand and arm 
movement between rest states; e.g., from the beginning, when a hand/arm starts 
moving away from a rest position until it returns to the same or new rest position. 
Since visual cues, as non-verbal aspects of interpersonal communication, involve 
more than the use of hands, we adapt the definition of a gesture unit to formal-
ize the description of a movement of any visual cue. A gesture unit consists of at 
least one gesture phrase since they can overlap and even coincide (Couper-Kuh-
len, 2018, p. 23). It is defined by its purpose (i.e., NCI), the body parts used to 
articulate the form, and the start/end token, which is used to symbolically ground 
the gesture to language (if a given movement occurred partially aligned with the 
verbal counterparts). The internal structure of a gesture is addressed via the prop-
agation and intensity of observed movement in the form of movement phases. 
Thus, each movement phrase (as a symbolical concept) is described via five con-
secutive movement phases (Kita et al., 1998):

• the rest state, a neutral/stable position from where the gesture begins,
• the preparation phase, during which a movement away from the resting posi-

tion to the start position of the next phase occurs,
• the stroke, typically regarded as obligatory, most energetic, and with a 

maximum of information density, directed at manifesting the communicative 
intent,

• the holds, motionless phases potentially occurring before or after the stroke, and
• the retraction phase, during which the excited body parts move back to the rest 

position.
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3.3  Annotation procedure and inter‑annotator agreement

We applied the EVA Annotation scheme by first segmenting and transcribing the 
recordings with the transcription tool Transcriber 1.5.1 (Barras et  al., 2001). The 
annotation of the conversational signals was performed in the annotation tool 
ELAN. In total, five annotators, two with a linguistic background and three with a 
technical background in machine interaction, were involved in this phase of anno-
tations. Annotations were performed in separate sessions, each session describing 
a specific signal. This annotation choice offers the advantage of identifying the CI 
for verbal and non-verbal signals separately, with minimal influence of one on the 
other, i.e., so that the NCI of a gesture was annotated without the influence of the 
speech and the DA of the utterance without that of the gesture. The annotation was 
performed in pairs, i.e., two annotators annotated the same signal. Where there was 
strong disagreement, the third annotator was activated to help resolve the bias, i.e., 
after the annotation, consensus was reached by observing and commenting on the 
values where there was no or little annotation agreement among multiple annotators 
(including those not involved in the annotation of the signal). The final corpus was 
generated after all disagreements were resolved. Procedures for checking inconsist-
encies were finally applied by an expert annotator.

Before starting with each session, the annotators were given an introductory pres-
entation defining the nature of the signal they were observing and the exact meaning 
of the finite set of values3 they could use. The use of a final set of values can be seen 
as a drawback to the annotation methodology, however, a too extensive set of labels 

Table 3  Results of the 
preliminary inter-coder 
agreement experiment

Signal Kappa score

Word Segmentation (semi-automatic) 0.95
Part-of-Speech (semi-automatic) 0.81
Pitch (automatic) –
Syntax (semi-automatic) 0.79
Sentence type 0.97
Gesture unit 0.75
Gesture phrase 0.53
Modality 0.88
Prosodic phrases 0.71
Sentiment 0.67
Dialog function 0.64
Dialog dimension 0.71
NCI 0.48
Emotion label 0.51
Movement phase 0.66

3 For further information on the corpus details, please see https:// www. clarin. si/ repos itory/ xmlui/ handle/ 
11356/ 1311.

https://www.clarin.si/repository/xmlui/handle/11356/1311
https://www.clarin.si/repository/xmlui/handle/11356/1311
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where each annotator could add their own labels could lead to similar tags, which in 
turn would cause difficulties in analysis. An experiment measuring agreement was 
also performed. It included an introductory annotation session in which the prelimi-
nary inconsistencies were resolved. Overall, given the complexity of the task and 
the fact that the values in Table 3 also cover cases with a possible duality of mean-
ing, the level of agreement is acceptable and comparable to other multimodal corpus 
annotation tasks (Paggio & Navarretta, 2017).

For the less complex signals, influenced primarily by a single modality (e.g., 
pitch, gesture unit, gesture phrase, body-part/modality, sentence type), the anno-
tators’ agreement measured in terms of Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) was high, 
namely, between 0.75 and 0.9 on the Kappa score. The signals such as POS, Syntax, 
Word Segmentation, were annotated (semi)automatically, and the two expert linguist 
annotators overviewed the process and corrected the tags manually. Pitch was anno-
tated completely automatically, therefore, no agreement was measured. The only 
exceptions between less complex, unimodal signals were Gesture phrase (0.53) and 
Prosodic phrases (0.71). The disagreements were expected since, in some cases, it 
is quite ambiguous to identify where a certain phrase ends and the next one stars. 
Moreover, in many cases, the retraction phase of a gesture can be recognized as the 
stroke phase of the next gesture phrase.

4  Comprehensive analysis of conversational signals in the EVA 
Corpus

4.1  Sentiment

Each utterance was manually assigned a sentiment, ranging from very negative, neg-
ative, neutral, positive, and very positive. The annotators were asked to consider all 
verbal and non-verbal signals when deciding which sentiment to assign. The results 
are outlined in Fig. 3.

As outlined in  Fig.  3, the conversations were generally positive and rarely 
reached positive or negative extremes, which were nevertheless also present. This 
means that the conversation took place in a relaxed setting and mainly concerned 
topics, which generally did not incite strong attitudes.

4.2  Discourse management and structuring

Following the ISO 24617-2 guidelines (Bunt et al., 2012), DAs in the EVA Corpus 
were annotated as an independent concept, and some adjustments to the ISO scheme 
were added. The definition of the ISO functional segments as the basic unit of anno-
tation and their several layers of information (sender, addressee, dimension, and 
communicative function) were retained. Some non-task dimensions were merged 
into a single cover dimension, the social obligation dimension was generalized 
into social management. In the dimension of task functions, we specified the func-
tion Correction as it does not clarify whether the sender corrects themselves of the 
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interlocutor, an act which in terms of non-verbal behaviour can differ. Therefore, we 
added the function CorrectionPartner, which denotes the action of the sender who is 
correcting the interlocutor. Among the functions Inform or Agreement, we also felt 
the need for argumentative acts, which are differently motivated than general inform 
acts (e.g., “The play is not about me” vs. “The play is not about me because I am not 
ugly”), and therefore added the function Argument. For occasions where the sender 
quotes someone, the function ReportedSpeech was added.

Among the directive functions, the Instruct function did not suffice for acts where 
the sender provides support to the interlocutor or when the sender warns the inter-
locutor. Therefore, the functions Encouragement and Warning were added. Regard-
ing feedback-specific functions, we merged the AutoPositive and AutoNegative 
functions into the OwnComprehensionFeedback function. Similarly, we merged the 
AlloPositive, and the AlloNegative functions into the PartnerComprehensionFeed-
back function. The dimension of discourse structuring provided the function of 
opening but lacked the closing action, which we added. As regards the dimension 
that manages social obligations, we merged the InitGreeing and the ReturnGreeting 
functions into Greeting. The dimension, however, lacked the function of providing 
and accepting praise (or flattery), which is why the functions Praise and Accept-
Praise were included.

The results of the annotation are listed in Table 4.
The most common dimension was Task (e.g., information providing, agreement, 

confirmation, instructing), which accounted for almost half of the DAs. Feedback 

Fig. 3  Sentiment distribution across speakers at utterance level
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was the second most frequently assigned dimension. This reflects a high level of 
interactivity and informal character in dialogue. The third most frequent dimension 
was TimeManagement, reflecting the high level of interaction in the dialogue.

4.3  Discourse markers

We draw on previous work on Slovene DMs (Verdonik et al., 2007), which includes 
a vast set of expressions ranging from connective devices such as and and or to the 
interactional yes and y’know and to production markers such as uhm. Altogether 121 
different expressions were tagged as DMs; however, only DMs with a minimum fre-
quency of 10 were analysed and classified (according to their most prominent func-
tion in the given context) into the following groups:

DM-s (speech formation markers): eee ‘um’ (316), eem ‘uhm’ (15), mislim ‘I 
mean’ (24), v bistvu ‘actually’ (10)
DM-d (dialogue markers):

• DM-d(c) (contact): veš ‘y’know’ (14), a veš ‘y’know’ (24), glej ‘look’ (23), 
daj ‘come on’ (17), ne ‘right?’ (183), a ne ‘right?’ (21), ti ‘you’ (10), ej ‘hey’ 
(14)

• DM-d(f) (feedback): aja ‘I see’ (18), mhm ‘um-hum’ (20), aha ‘oh’ (53), ja 
‘yes’ (409), fajn ‘nice’ (14)

• DM-d(s) (dialogue structure): dobro ‘alright’ (39), no ‘well’ (79), ma ‘well’ 
(10), zdaj ’now’ (21), čakaj ‘wait’ (22)

Table 4  Frequency of DAs in the EVA Corpus

DA dimension and function n

DA Dimensions 8
Attitude 160
CommunicationManagement 139
Feedback 564
TurnManagement 188
TimeManagement 236
DiscourseStructuring 102
Task 1446
SocialManagement 189
Dialog functions
Total functions 3024
Functions with frequency > 25 2501
inform: 585, ownComprehensionFB: 318, stalling: 236, feedbackElicitation: 229, checkQuestion: 129, 

answer: 119, setQuestion: 109, turnTake: 96, agreement: 93, instruct: 93, emphasis: 78, completion: 
77, confirm: 71, disagreement: 60, interactionStructuring: 50, argument: 50, retraction: 42, suggest: 
34, flattery: 32
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DM-c (connectives): in ‘and’ (65), pa ‘and’ (48), ker ‘because’ (13), ampak ‘but’ 
(16), tako ‘so’ (20), a ‘but’ (117), pač ‘just’ (16).

As DMs are multifunctional, their functions vary from interpersonal management 
to discourse organization, conversation management, establishing stance towards the 
conversation content, etc. The same DM can perform multiple functions in different 
usages, and a single use of a DM can be interpreted in multiple possible functions. 
For instance, the DM a veš ‘y’know’ can be interpreted as a contact marker used to 
address the hearer and to establish a feeling of shared knowledge; or as a production 
marker used to gain time in the production process and fill the gap while maintain-
ing the turn; or as an emphasis to attract the collocutor’s attention. Despite the mul-
tifunctional role of DMs, they had to be categorized and summarized to perform our 
analysis. Altogether, 1651 DMs were annotated, accounting for 15.8% of all spoken 
content (i.e., 10,471 tokens).

Table 5 highlights the distribution of DM use per DM class and the percentage of 
all tokens that a particular DM class occupies compared to the number of all tokens 
(10,471) in the EVA corpus.

4.4  Emotions

“The expression of attitude is not, as is often claimed, simply a personal matter—
the speaker “commenting” on the world—but a truly interpersonal matter, in that 
the basic reason for advancing an opinion is to elicit a response of solidarity from 
the addressee.” (Martin, 2000, p. 143). Expressing emotions is much more than a 
personal matter, i.e., expressing one’s opinion or perspective. For the annotation 
of emotions, Plutchik’s two-dimensional model (Plutchik, 2001) was applied. The 
model is a wheel with eight primary emotions at its core and secondary and ter-
tiary emotions towards its outer edges, where the intensity of the emotions lessens. 
In-between the primary emotions are emotions that are a mix of the primary ones. 
It describes the relations among emotions that may clarify how complex emotions 
interact and change over time and in a broader social context, which is why it is suit-
able for conversational settings. To capture emotional attitudes and represent them 
as conversational stimuli in the EVA Corpus, the 50 emotional variations and two 
non-emotional states, e.g., ‘rest’ and ‘undefined’, were applied. The annotators have 
classified emotions within a dedicated track, regardless of the collocutor’s dialog 

Table 5  The usage of DMs with 
a minimum frequency ≥ 10 in 
the EVA Corpus

n %

Speech formation DMs 365 22.1
Dialogue DMs, contact 306 18.5
Dialogue DMs, feedback 514 31.1
Dialogue DMs, structure 171 10.4
Connective DMs 295 17.9
Total 1651
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role or presence of the verbal content. Thus, they classified the emotional attitudes 
as feelings that reach beyond listener/speaker segments, verbal content parts, or even 
turns. As a result, the emotion unit for ‘anticipation’ can span over three utterances 
and is also maintained when the observed collocutor acts primarily as a listener. 
Emotional attitude can, therefore, truly reflect an emotion or even situational con-
text, such as regulation in turn-assignment or anticipation in feedback signals. The 
results are listed in Table 6.

In the EVA corpus, over 3200 instances of emotional expressions were identi-
fied. As the results show, in discourse, the ‘secondary’ emotions, i.e., those related 
to outer regions of Plutchik’s wheel of emotions, such as love, interest, acceptance, 
disapproval, etc., tend to appear more often. According to Plutchik’s theory, pri-
mary emotions are “idealized”, and their properties must be inferred from evidence 
but cannot be accurately stated in full. The ‘secondary’ emotions are less innate, 
develop over time, and take longer to fade away. These are interpersonal because 
they are most often experienced in relation to real or imagined others. However, they 
have no corresponding facial expression that makes them universally recognizable. 
This is also quite evident by the low score of the inter-coder agreement (Table 3).

4.5  Syntax

To describe each utterance syntactically, the annotators were asked to first provide 
each word in its infinite, singular, or positive form and assign POS tags. The ontol-
ogy includes lexicon features, such as frequency of occurrence, pronunciation, 
POS labels, syntax, sense discrimination, phraseology, etc. Moreover, the annota-
tors were also asked to apply a form of dependency grammar to the available utter-
ances. Namely, in informal and contemporary speech and language processing sys-
tems, the general formalisms, phrasal constituents, and phrase-structure rules do not 
apply directly (Jurafsky & Martin, 2018, p. 280). Instead, the syntactic structure of a 

Table 6  Cross-speaker 
distribution of annotated 
emotions in the EVA Corpus

Emotion n Emotion n

Anticipation: interest 1239 Delight 19
Trust: acceptance 671 Trust: admiration 19
Joy 349 Boredom 15
Serenity 221 Sadness 15
Disapproval 137 Contempt 14
Ecstasy 92 Pensiveness 12
Surprise 69 Anger: annoyance 10
Amazement 49 Pride 10
Anticipation: vigilance 43 Alarm 10
Cynicism 29 Fear: apprehension 10
Disgust 23 Optimism 10
Distraction 23 Shame 10
Curiosity 22
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sentence is described primarily in terms of the words (or lemmas) and an associated 
set of directed binary grammatical relations that hold among the words (Fig. 4).

The annotation was performed in the WebAnno annotation framework and trans-
ferred into the annotation tool ELAN. Each token was extended with an array of 
lexicon features. The features involved with each syntax token are dynamic and 
depend on the word type. The static parameters, however, are POS (e.g., noun, verb, 
pronoun, adjective), infinitive form, and syntax structure. The syntax structure is a 
realization of a typed dependency structure, as defined in The Universal Depend-
encies Treebank for Slovenian (Dobrovoljc et  al., 2017). Each word in a sentence 
is described as an array of directed and labelled dependencies as pair of [j,label], 
where j represents the index of the word towards which the dependency is directed, 
and the label indicates the type of dependencies. The origin word is the word to 
which the syntax token belongs.

4.6  Coding of non‑verbal behaviour through non‑verbal conversational intent 
(NCI)

The coding of the symbolic nature of the non-verbal behaviour focusing on gestures 
and mimics was carried out through the classification of NCI, according to the topol-
ogy of annotation outlined in Fig. 2. We implemented the following classification:

• Illustrators (I) denote non-verbal movements that illustrate the speaker’s mes-
sage (Koutsombogera & Papageorgiou, 2012). As partially foreground behav-
iour (cf. Cooperrider, 2017, p. 193), they can accompany or reinforce an actual 
verbal referent in speech. The group is divided into outlines, ideographs, and 
dimensional illustrators. The outlines (Io) can reproduce a concrete aspect of 
the accompanying verbal content. The ideographic or metaphoric illustrators 
(Ii) concretualize abstract concepts with a shape. The spatial or dimensional (Id) 
illustrators refer to spatial movements with which outlines or dimensions are 
depicted. Illustrators visualise characteristics to highlight physical properties.

• Regulators or adaptors (R) define non-verbal messages with which we 
model the flow of information exchange (Esposito et  al., 2001; Kendon & 
Birdwhistell, 1972). They are of background nature (cf. Cooperrider, 2017, 
p. 193) and can be produced in the absence of speech, which is why they do 
not link with a specific speech structure. The group is additionally divided 

Fig. 4  Syntax annotation
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into self-adaptors  (RS), communication regulators  (RC), affect regulators  (RA), 
manipulators  (RM), and social function and obligation regulators  (RO). As 
their name suggests, self-adaptors relate to how speakers manage the execu-
tion of one’s own communication. The communication regulators are used in 
managing interactions with interlocutors through systems of turn-taking, feed-
back, and sequencing, e.g., interactive communication management (ICM). 
Affect-regulators can be either self- or person-addressed. Their function is 
to further emphasize or express attitude or emotion regarding a topic, object, 
or person. Manipulators are a sign of the release of emotional tension, but 
they can also outline mental states, e.g., uncertainty, anxiety, or nervousness. 
Social function and obligation regulators are used in behaviour expressed dur-
ing social settings, such as introductions, greetings, or goodbyes.

• Deictics (D) refer to real or abstract items that can actually be present in the 
gesturer’s environment (e.g., indicating objects, persons, or places) or an 
abstract environment (e.g., pointing upwards or pointing backward to indicate 
the past) (Bühler, 2010; Krauss et  al., 2010). They can be part of the fore-
ground if they refer to an actual word and form a semantic interlink. If the 
semantic link does not exist or is weak, they can be part of the background. 
The group is divided into pointers  (DP), indexes, i.e., referential pointers  (DR) 
(Leavens & Hopkins, 1998) (with which one refers to abstract or real items or 
persons), and enumerators  (DE) (which serve acts such as listing items).

• Symbols or emblems (S) usually establish a strong semantic link with ver-
bal referents, which is why they are generally part of the foreground. And the 
group includes all symbolic gestures and symbolic grammars. Predominately, 
they are culturally specific. Nevertheless, there are hand emblems that are 
understood across cultures. Despite their arbitrary link with the speech they 
refer to, they are recognisable, as they have a direct verbal translation, usu-
ally consisting of one or more words. Within this group we position also the 
deferred references, i.e. metonymic use of gestures to refer to an entity related 
to the conventional meaning of that expression, but not denoted by it (i.e. 
poiting to the keys but refereing to the car) (Nunberg, 1995).

• Batons (B) are staccato strikes with which we create emphasis. They also 
serve as “attention grabbers”. Short and single batons mark important con-
versation points, whereas repeated batons can emphasize a critical (Leonard 
& Cummins, 2011). Beats are their equivalent, however, beats may appear as 
more random movement, with which rhythm is outlined (Bozkurt et al., 2016; 
McNeill, 1992). Contrary, batons also set the rhythm and signal importance, 
yet, they also outline the structure of the verbal counterparts, which is why 
they can serve as a tag for a set of words that should be processed together.

In terms of the background-foreground distribution of observed NCIs, we can 
observe that the material contains predominantly non-verbal behaviour func-
tioning in the background. As visible in Table  7, we defined 1685 non-verbal 
expressions, out of which 1194 belonged to regulators (69.14%) (which are of 
background nature) and 136 (8.08%) to illustrators and symbols (which are of 
foreground nature). The rest, 275 (16.33%), belonged to deictic expressions 
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(which can be of either nature). The majority of NCI is, therefore, of background 
nature.

Considering the background-foreground nature in which regulators and batons 
are regarded as background, illustrators, and symbols as foreground, and deictics as 
in between, the use of non-verbal behaviour is predominately of background nature. 
Furthermore, the behaviour seems to be generated as a supporting or coping mecha-
nism that establishes and maintains cohesion, as most of the observed non-verbal 
behaviour was recognized as background gestures within the contexts of regulation 
and communication management, deictics, and batons. The foreground classes of 
illustrators and symbols, with the weakest semantic links between two-word refer-
ents and non-verbal behaviour, were observed 136 times in total.

5  Results: cross‑modal case studies of casual discourse

5.1  Case analysis: speech formation DMs and NCIs in own communication 
management

In this case study, we investigate how speech formation markers interlink with non-
verbal behaviour during the multiparty discourse. We focus on the speech formation 
process as part of own communication management (e.g., word search, rephrasing). 
As self-adaptors are generally deployed when managing (e.g., improving) our own 
communication, we hypothesize that speech formation DMs coincide with the back-
ground behaviour related to self-adaptors. To this end, we analyse with which NCIs 
the speech formation DMs coincide. The results are summarized in  Table 8.

The analysis shows that the majority of speech formation DMs co-occur with 
self-adaptors and communication regulators, which confirms our hypothesis. 

Table 7  The distribution of use 
of non-verbal behaviour in the 
EVA Corpus

NCI Class NCI subclass N Total

I (illustrators) IO (outlines) 20 99
II (ideographs) 68
ID (dimensional) 11

R (regulators) RA (affect) 105 1194
RC (communication) 717
RM (manipulators) 16
RO (social obligation) 27
RS (self-adaptors) 329

D (deictics) DP (pointers) 40 275
DR (referential) 219
DE (enumerators) 16

B (batons) – – 80
S (symbols) – – 37
U (undetermined) – – 43
Total 1727
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Typically, the DMs are visualised using gazing combined with facial expressions 
of thoughtfulness. These can be accompanied by hand gestures, for instance, a 
raised hand, head-scratching, as highlighted in Example 1 and Fig. 5. Neverthe-
less, it must be noted that the results refer to the analysis of one episode of the 
show.

As shown in Table  1, the duality of non-verbal behaviour highlighted in 
Cooperrider (2017) is also well confirmed in this study. Namely, the DM v bistvu 
‘actually’ also frequently co-occurs with referents. Moreover, eee ‘uhm’ can sig-
nal that the speaker wishes to keep their turn. In general, the speech formation 
markers had been well observed to coincide with communication regulators to 
interrupt the speaker’s turn and signal that the participant wishes to take the turn.

Example 1 Speech formation DMs and self-adaptors in own communication 
management

Table 8  The distribution of co-occurrence between the most frequent speech formation DMs and NCIs.

The % value is calculated as the ratio between the total co-occurrence (n column) and the class-specific 
co-occurrence

n DR B RC RS Other

eee ‘uhm’ 250 18 (7.2%) 5 (2.0%) 40 (16.0%) 158 (63.2%) 29 (11.6%)
eem ‘uhm’ 12 0 2 (16.7%) 5 (41.7%) 3 (25.0%) 2 (16.7%)
mislim
‘I mean’

18 0 0 5 (27.8%) 9 (50.0%) 4 (22.2%)

v bistvu ‘actually’ 10 2 (20.0%) 3 (30.0%) 1 (10.0%) 4 (40.0%) 0

Fig. 5  Multimodal analysis of the conversational expressions outlined in Example 1; The first track rep-
resents the orthographic transcription of spoken content, the second track represents the segmentation 
on the token level, the third indicates whether the utterance is a DM (single or multiword), and the final 
track identifies the NCI; the orange arrow connects the pose at the end of stroke phase and the utterance 
over which the stroke phase was carried out
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In the discourse episode in Example 1, the interviewee expresses his attitude 
regarding the show in which he is participating. As a form of provocation, he states 
he does not watch the show. Yet, it seems the provocation was too harsh and inap-
propriate, which is why he seems to decide to neutralise the wording. He under-
pins his neutralisation effort by non-verbal behaviour, illustrating the concept of him 
watching the show from time to time. The non-verbal behaviour that accompanied 
the search DM “uhm” (Fig. 5, caption (3)) visualises someone pensive while touch-
ing the microphone. During the next “uhm”, the guest leans back while still seem-
ingly thinking hard (Fig. 5, caption (4)). This changes with the following DM, “you 
know what”, with which he lets the interlocutors know that he picked up the thread 
and knows how to carry on. In light of this observation, the non-verbal behaviour 
was assigned a communication regulator, since, as visible in Fig. 5, caption (5), the 
guest practically knows what he wants to say but cannot completely formulate it yet, 
which is why he uses non-propositional content or metadiscourse. Similarly, the 
communication regulator is non-propositional or of background nature. Since the 
content is not completely formulated, he leans on the couch, looks towards the ceil-
ing, and seems pensive (Fig. 5, caption (6)). Finally, he neutralizes the expression 
and formulates a mitigating utterance (‘in short parts, I can’t handle more’). Again, 
the utterance seems offensive. To formulate the continuation, the DM eee ‘uhm’ is 
used, which coincides with non-verbal behaviour for searching.

5.2  Case analysis: feedback DMs and NCIs in interactive communication 
management

In this case study, we analyse how feedback DMs such as ja ‘yes’, aha ‘I see’, mhm 
‘mhm’, and fajn’ nice’ and non-verbal communication regulators complement each 
other to support feedback functionality and the concept of active listenership in mul-
tiparty discourse. The results are summarized in Table 9.

Feedback DMs primarily tend to co-occur with communication regulators  (RC). 
The NCI class of communication regulators also encompasses the feedback behav-
iour when the participant is in the role of an active listener. The typical non-verbal 
behaviour involves head nods and shakes with gazing directed towards the source 
(e.g., the speaker), smiles, and hand gestures expressing confirmation, agreement, 
disagreement, etc. A common alternative in interpretation is the affect regulators. 

Table 9  The distribution of co-occurrence between the most frequent speech formation DMs and NCIs

The % value is calculated as the ratio between the total co-occurrence (n column) and the class-specific 
co-occurrence

n RA RC RS Other

aja ‘I see’ 12 1 (8.3%) 7 (58.3%) 2 (16.7%) 2 (16.7%)
mhm ‘um-hum’ 13 4 (30.8%) 6 (46.2%) 0 3 (23.1%)
aha ‘oh’ 22 2 (9.1%) 13 (59.1%) 1 (4.5%) 6 (27.3%)
ja ‘yes’ 240 18 (7.5%) 179 (74.6%) 18 (7.5%) 25 (10.4%)
fajn ‘nice’ 10 0 10 (100%) 0 0
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Among the category ‘other’, in 2 out of 36 cases, the co-occurrence will align with 
other regulators (e.g.,  RO and  RM), and, in 16 cases, with referents  (DR) and in 18 
cases with foreground behaviour (i.e., Dp, I, S). Example 2 further highlights how 
feedback DMs interlink with non-verbal behaviour to implement turn management.

Example 2 Feedback DMs and communication regulators in interactive communica-
tion management

In Example 2, the use of the feedback DM “ok” at the end of the sequence is 
a consequence of the guest’s displeasure with the show’s host. This is expressed 
through various referential pointing gestures towards the show’s hosts (Fig. 6, cap-
tion (2)). The co-host attempts to defuse the situation by asking the guest to sit 
down again while using a second referential NCI, with which he specifically points 
towards the guests. He then releases his turn by gazing towards the show’s hosts. 
The guest, however, ignores him and starts expressing his dissatisfaction to the new 
guest (Fig. 6, captions (5–7). As no comment was provided by the hosts, the guest 
provides feedback on his own utterance by using the DM v redu ‘ok’ and an open 
hand gesture extended towards the show’s host (Fig. 6, caption (8)). He then further 
comments on himself by adding fajn’ nice’. The utterance is accompanied by a clap 
of his hands, indicating that he wishes to transition to a different topic.

5.3  Case analysis: the interplay of DAs and NCIs in turn management

With this case, we analyse how the DAs related to turn management interlink with 
non-verbal behaviour to deliver multimodal ICM, specifically focused on turn man-
agement functions.

Example 3 DAs and communication regulators in interactive communication 
management

Fig. 6  Multimodal analysis of the conversational expressions outlined in Example 2
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While the show’s host is seemingly trying to open a new topic with the use of the 
DM “uh” (Fig. 7, caption (1)), his co-host interrupts him with “gooseberry”, which 
is a comical continuation of the topic on how shrubbery is not good for hugging act-
ing exercises. Hence, he underpins his comical intent with a facial expression resem-
bling swollen lips (Fig. 7, caption (2)). However, only the guests can see that, and 
they laugh, while the show’s host is perplexed and seemingly does not understand 
the laughter. He remains quiet but turns to the co-host as if hoping for an explana-
tion or continuation (Fig. 7, caption (4)), yet the co-host gazes back at him and, after 
a moment of silence, demands that the host carries on with the show (Fig. 7, caption 
(3)). The example shows that the gaze towards the host was not enough to prompt 

Fig. 7  Multimodal analysis of the conversational expressions outlined in Example 3
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a response, i.e., a referential deictic (Fig. 7, caption (3)), which is why he added a 
slight yet firm nod of the head. The verbalisation “continue” together with the nod 
and gazing then actually assigned the turn to the show’s host, as, after a brief silent 
moment, the show’s host also nods his head, verbally affirms that he accepts the turn 
with “yes” and, finally, continues with the show. These results are in line with the 
analysis of feedback DAs and non-verbal behaviour among first encounters by Nav-
arretta and Paggio (2020).

6  Conclusions and future directions

This paper presents the first multimodal open-access corpus for the Slovenian lan-
guage, the EVA Corpus.4 It aims to better understand how verbal and non-verbal 
signals co-occur in naturally occurring speech and to help improve natural language 
generation in ECAs, i.e., to make them multimodally literate. Effective analysis of 
the non-verbal behaviour that accompanies natural communication requires material 
that is as authentic and informal as possible. The episode from the entertainment 
show As ti tut not padu? meets these requirements, as the statistics of the material 
speak in favour of its spontaneity. For instance, the amount of overlapping speech 
indicates high interactivity among the interlocutors. Moreover, the informal nature 
is further supported by the foreground–background distinction (Cooperrider, 2017), 
as the statistics show that the DAs are well-balanced according to the distinction. 
There are 1,446 propositional, i.e., foreground DAs, and 1,229 non-propositional or 
metadiscoursive, i.e., background DAs. Moreover, regulators were the most frequent 
NCIs in the material. They are followed by the NCI group of deictics, which account 
for roughly 16% of the NCIs. The remaining NCI groups of illustrators, batons, sym-
bols, and undetermined NCI each account for less than ten percent of the observed 
NCIs. Since regulators are the most frequent NCI, the NCI is predominately of back-
ground nature, even if disregarding background deictics or batons. Nevertheless, the 
limited size of the corpus and the results based on it present a limitation, and the 
result must therefore be handled accordingly.

The various annotation level signals show a link between the verbal and non-
verbal features of conversational expressions as they appear in multiparty informal 
conversations. The results outlined in this paper provide a generalization of inter-
links between verbal expression and non-verbal behaviour obtained by analysing 
the EVA Corpus. In comparison with studies focusing a specific DA (Navarretta & 
Paggio, 2020) and similar to research by Hunyadi et  al. (2018) or Petukhova and 
Bunt (2012), we look at a wide range of both propositional and non-propositional 
DAs and their interplay with non-verbal behaviour classified according to their com-
municative intent, enabling analysis, as represented by the Example 3. Moreover, 
we examined the occurrence of discourse markers and their interplay with non-ver-
bal behaviour, similar to Graziano and Gullberg (2018) who focus on disfluencies, 

4 The EVA Corpus is accessible via the repository CLARIN.SI (part of CLARIN ERIH) and is open 
access under the license CC BY-SA 4.0. Link: http:// hdl. handle. net/ 11356/ 1311, last visited August 2022.

http://hdl.handle.net/11356/1311
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nevertheless, the present study encompasses discourse markers in several functions 
(see Sect. 4.3 and Examples 2–3). Through the case study, we have shown a ten-
dency of verbal metadiscourse to mainly coincide with non-verbal behaviour of 
non-propositional (background) origin (see Example 1). This is in line with results 
by Bolly & Boutet, 2018) in their observation of planning gestures co-occurring 
with DMs. Example 1 also shows that speech formation DMs are accompanied by 
(background) gestures even with native speakers (cf. Graziano & Gullberg, 2018). 
The case study results are also well-aligned with the common growth point theory 
(McNeill, 2013), which suggests a common ‘intent’ of the verbal and non-verbal 
counterparts.

The concept proposed in this paper builds on the idea that a ‘multichannel’ rep-
resentation of a conversational expression (i.e., an idea) is generated by fusing lan-
guage (which deals with the question ‘what to say’) and articulation (which deals 
with the question ‘how to say it’). On the cognitive level (i.e., the symbolic represen-
tation), an idea is first formulated through the symbolic fusion of language and the 
social/situational context (i.e., the interplay between verbal and non-verbal signals 
interpreted as the communicative intent). On the representational level, one utilises 
non-linguistic channels (i.e., gestures, facial expressions), verbal (i.e., speech), and 
non-verbal prosody (i.e., movement structure) to articulate an idea and present it to 
the target audience. Thus, the proposed model combines the concepts of functional 
and descriptive annotation schemes and allows identification of the functional char-
acteristics of verbal behaviour; identification of the intent of linguistic expressions; 
description of individual configurations, shapes, and poses in high resolution as 
abstract concepts, or movement controllers in the form of detailed 3D configuration. 
Moreover, the conclusions in this study corroborate the significance of non-verbal 
communication emphasized by Birdwhistell (2010) and Allwood, 2017). Neverthe-
less, as highlighted in Examples 1–3, the distinction between foreground and back-
ground gestures which remains blurry (Cooperrider, 2017) can cause a duality in the 
interpretation.

Still, to determine how much the proposed classification scheme discriminates 
between subjects and contexts, the results need to be examined through a general-
izability analysis (Rubin et al., 1974). Also, as a limitation, it must be noted that a 
corpus based on a different genre might result in different findings. As outlined in 
Maricchiolo et al. (2012), almost all non-verbal interpretations are present in dif-
ferent social contexts, and the distribution of their use varies according to the type 
of the discourse. Especially in border cases, the duality in interpretation is highly 
context-dependent and cannot be explained in signal isolation. For instance, the 
DA of providing feedback, a background DA, while actively listening, verbal-
ised as “yes” or “um hum”, is usually accompanied by slight head nodding with 
the purpose of discourse cohesion. On the other hand, the same verbalisations 
used in the DAs of (dis)agreement might differ only in the frequency and strength 
or prominence of the execution of the non-verbal behaviour, as emphasized by 
Cooperrider (2017). A means of disambiguation is possible through a wider con-
text. Thus, in future studies, we aim to analyse if the alignment of verbal structure 
with the prosody of non-verbal cues (i.e., the cues preceding verbal acts, cues 
following verbal acts, cues at the beginning or end of verbal acts) may serve as 
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an aid to uncover the actual purpose of the shared nature. With advances in deep 
learning and, in particular, image and natural language processing (i.e., autoen-
coders, adversarial networks, convolutional networks, and recurrent networks), 
there is a tangible chance to automatize the annotation of signals and complement 
or fuse the hypothesis-driven research with data-driven science. Still, as a limita-
tion, it must be noted that while computer vision may partially complement man-
ual annotations, human oversight is still needed especially in non-verbal behav-
iour, since it is linear and not explicitly linked to a set of conventional rules or a 
specific grammar and can therefore lead to low inter-coder agreement.

Overall, the development of multimodal corpora, multimodal conversational 
behaviour, and its stimuli are relatively new concepts. As a result, available mul-
timodal corpora are still rare and highly focused. The annotation of data in EVA 
and similar corpora are generated mostly manually. Since this is a very time-con-
suming process, tools and methods to at least partially automate the process are 
highly needed. Therefore, in the near future, we plan to study algorithms, which 
could at least partially automatize some of the annotation processes, such as auto-
matic gesture segmentation, gesture, and movement tracking.
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